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SUBJECT: BHRD Organization and Functions Flyer

This section of the BHRD functional statement is probably accurate. It seems particularly careful to relegate DRMP to a "stepchild" role and refers to us as an organization imposed on BHRD, which must be tolerated for a while.

The second page which describes DRMP is satisfactory although the editing of this paragraph, which omits the words "well defined" in describing RMP activities, seems pointed and deliberate.

Dr. Teets,

The attached apparently was intended for the Deputy Director's review. As per Mr. Ses, BHRD Info Office advised the attached is the only copy sent. Accordingly, I thought you would want to react.

Tom Simonds' comments are above mine. He was asked to review the attached before finalizing that it was the only copy received.

Perhaps you'll want Ken Bunn or John to take a look.

Lee Teets